Quantitative assessment of surface roughness using backscattered ultrasound: the effects of finite surface curvature.
We have previously described a technique to quantify surface fibrillatory changes in osteoarthritic articular cartilage. In that study, the angular distribution of the scattered acoustic field from an insonifying source directly related to the distribution of surface fibrillatory changes. In the current study, we demonstrate a more sensitive method to quantify surface roughness, the effect of global surface curvature in estimating surface roughness and the utility of using focused transducers in circumventing this potential problem for in vivo work. Phantoms composed of acrylic rods with and without sandpaper grit (about 15 to 72 microns, mean particle size) applied to the surface were scanned. A more robust angular scattering technique to measure the angle dependent data was employed, in which the integrated squared pressure amplitude over a finite time window (mean power) was measured as a function of incident acoustic angle for varying surface roughnesses and radii of curvature. We show that the potential dynamic range for making roughness discriminations diminishes with decreasing radius of curvature of the acrylic rod phantoms using an unfocused transducer. This effect is minimized with use of a focused transducer. Roughness effects are most evident at sufficiently large angles where incoherent scattering dominates. We conclude that the roughness of cylindrically curved surfaces can be quantitatively assessed using a focused ultrasound beam at sufficiently large incident angles, given that the focal spot size is sufficiently smaller than the radius of curvature of the surface.